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Abstract

The goal of the PennySort benchmark is to reflect the progress done by technology, in
particular, evolvement of I/O OS subsystems and file systems. This benchmark measures what
data volume can be sorted for “one penny” on a system, which cost is distributed over three
years. This work decribes how to build a cost-effective system for this competition, using our
high-performance external algorithm library, which we currently develop.

1 Introduction

Sorting is one of the most studied problems in computer science. Many other problems can be
solved using sorting as a main building block of the algorithm. The sorting problem in external
memory setting is especially interesting for transaction processing, since it is very common, that
database instances exceed the size of the main memory. Efficient implementations of external
sorting concurrently use CPU, memory subsystems, I/O subsystems and file system. Therefore,
they can serve as a performance benchmark for the entire system, including hardware and system
software.

In order to investigate the performance of inexpensive systems, the PennySort benchmark [3]
was introduced in 1998. This is a performance/price benchmark, where one takes the price of the
system into account. Earlier benchmarks stuck to fixed data volume or fixed amount of time. This
gives a chance to win only to large and expensive systems, which are available only in the research
centers. In contrast, the PennySort benchmark exposes “everyday” performance, proper for the
wider range of applications. Namely, it measures how much data one can sort for “one penny”,
given that system’s cost is distributed over three years. This period is 94608000

Price in pennies
seconds.

Section 2 of the paper argues about our hardware choice. Adaptations we made for our ex-
isting library sorting routine are described in Section 3. The final result and explanations of the
performance limits are given in Section 4. Appendix A gives the installation procedure.

2 Hardware

When choosing hardware configuration we were guided by our experience with building a multi-
disk experimental machine for external computations [4]. It has eight hard disks, dedicated to
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Figure 1: Software-RAID level 0 throughput.

the experiments. On this machine we achieved up to 375 MB/s throughput for reading/writing
from/to all disks in parallel independently. Attempts to get high rates using standard approaches
like “Software-RAID level 0” led us only to at most 220 MB/s for eight disks. However, up to
four disks throughput scaled well (see Figure 1). We could not use full bandwidth of our eight-disk
machine for the PennySort competition, since the rules require the input and the output files to be
accessed by standard file system methods. Our ’home-made’ striping with independent disks has no
such option. The second reason to choose another hardware configuration is that some components
of our experimental machine are expensive. Given the price of our system we could at most double
the result of the previous winner.

As a first criterion we considered ratio max raid0 throughput
price

for systems with 1-8 disks. For each
number of disks we have chosen a particular configuration, optimized in CPU-memory and memory-
disks bandwidth. Based on the maximum throughput of a modern disk, which is about 45 MB/s, we
discovered that “very cheap” mainboards can not support more than two disks with high efficiency.
The reason is that on- and off-board IDE controllers are connected to the single 32-bit 33 MHz
PCI bus, which has maximum bandwidth 133 MB/s. Already three disks can saturate this bus.
But in practice, due to access collisions on the bus, not more than 100 MB/s is achievable. A way
to exploit more disks is to have more independent PCI busses, which is usually very expensive1,
or a newer motherboard with a southbridge, that has independent connections to the PCI bus
and an on-board IDE controller. Some mainboards have an additional on-board RAID controller,
connected to the southbridge independently. With an additional IDE controller in the PCI-bus this
gives efficient support of six disks2 for the mainboards, which have a fast link between the northern
and the southern bridges. For six disks the link must support at least 270 MB/s, but because of
protocol overhead and presence of other devices the speed of the link must be even higher. As
candidates for our hardware configurations for more than two disks we have selected motherboards
with VIA KT266, KT333, and KT400 chipsets. The speeds of their links between the northern and

1Motherboards, which have several PCI busses, usually support two processors and marketed as server mother-
boards. They cost more than $300.

2Standard IDE controllers have two IDE channels. We do not accept using one channel for two disks, since it’s
shared use hinders the performance of the disk
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Figure 2: Price breakdown of our PennySort system.

Table 1: Components of our PennySort system, that gives time budget of 1371 seconds.
component type description quantity price % cost

mainboard Gigabyte GA-7VAXP 1 $111 16

hard disk IBM IC35L080AVVA007 80GB 4 $380 55

memory 256MB 266DDR 2 $60 9

CPU Athlon XP 1800+ BOX with fan 1 $69 10

case Miditower, 300W power supply 1 $28 4

video card PCI video card 1 $5 0.7

cable IDE ATA100 1 $2 0.3

misc assembly fee 1 $35 5

total $690 100

the southern bridges are 266 MB/s and 533 MB/s.
Finally, we compared the max raid0 throughput

price
values for all systems and the winner was a system

with four disks. The items of this configuration are listed in the Table 1. Pricing is done according
www.spartantech.com. An interesting choice is the motherboard, which has two on-board IDE
controllers, what makes it very cost-efficient, inspite of its new fast KT400 chipset.

3 Software

For the sorting algorithm we adopted one of the <stxxl>3 library sorting routines. It is the parallel
disk merge sorting described in [2]. The algorithm guarantees almost perfect overlapping of I/O
transfers and internal work and has optimal I/O volume.

The structure of the <stxxl> library is sketched at the Figure 3. The library internally uses
direct file access4, avoiding unnecessary copy between user and system buffers. Support of over-
lapping of I/O and CPU computation does not rely on the file system caching and prefetching
but is based on our own very flexible I/O completion tracking mechanisms. A more powerful data
block prefetcher and buffered block writer ease programming with overlapping. The top level of
the library is similar to the STL interface. It includes external containers and external algorithms,

3A high-performance external generic algorithm library we currently develop.
4O DIRECT option of open system call in Linux
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<stxxl>

files, I/O requests, disk queues,

block prefetcher, buffered block writer

completion handlers

STL−user layer

Asynchronous I/O primitives layer

Block management layer
typed block, block manager, buffered streams,

STL containers: vector, set, map, queue, priority_queue
STL algorithms: sort, for_each, find, partition, shuffle, ...

Figure 3: <stxxl> structure.

working with these containers. Currently we have a limitation, that our containers can be only
specialized by fixed-size plain C++ structures.

According to our experience from [2] we might expect that the run formation phase of the
algorithm becomes compute bound for 100-byte records on the machine, we configured for those
experiments. Our PennySort machine has only one processor against two we had, and apparently
it is weaker (Athlon XP 1800+ with frequency less than 1600 Mhz against 2 Xeons with frequency
2 GHz). In order to reduce internal work we decided to use a trick, that speeds up separation and
comparison of the records. Comparison of ascii string keys is very CPU time expensive. It involves
ten comparisons for the PennySort record format, that results in many branch mispredictions.
Instead we devise a trick: we map a ten-character key to a 80-bit IEEE floating point number.
We did the mapping in a way that allows to interpret the first four bytes of a long double as an
integer key, that it is applicable for the distribution phases of our algorithm [2]. When writing the
output we restore the original key format of the records.

The algorithm [2] does sorting on external <stxxl> vectors. Its content is striped over the
disks. But the rules of the PennySort competition require, that the input and the output can be
read by STDIO as a single file. We solved this problem placing the input and the output files on
the RAID0 disk array, consisting of two disks. The other two disks are used independently as an
intermediate storage for the sorted runs.

During our experiments we have found a disadvantage of the ext2 file system for large files
opened for direct access with the flag O DIRECT. In order to describe disk locations of 4MB of file
data ext2 uses one 4KB indirect block. In case of direct access, to make lookups faster, the file
system driver caches those indirect blocks in the main memory. Therefore, to access a volume of
90GB, the system needs 90MB of RAM. This is almost 18 % of the memory of our machine. In
order to reduce the system memory consumption we have partially switched to the XFS [1] file
system5. Instead of mapping blocks, XFS maps contiguous sequences of blocks called extents. The

5The input and the output files are stored on the RAID array with XFS on it.
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Figure 4: Distribution of the time spent during sorting.

extents are indexed by their file offset and organized in B-trees. In practice, this has an advantage
for huge files. Namely, this scheme results in less internal memory consumption for direct access.

4 Measured Performance

The final result we have is presented in the Table 2. It is not the maximum volume, we had
managed to sort. The BIOS setup of our motherboard has an option called “Top Performance”.
Enabling this option makes the chipset optimize data transfers using better timings. Unfortunately
this resulted in very rare CRC errors, when checking the correctness of the sorting. We believe,
that it is a bug of the KT400 chipset and/or the BIOS software of the mainboard6. With the option
“Top performance” enabled we sort 28.87 GB of data (Table 3).

A histogram at the Figure 4 shows the distribution of the time, spent by the sorter. The first
bar corresponds to the final result, we present. The second bar shows the distribution when using
raw devices for temporary storage of the sorted runs. The last bar depicts the distribution when the
“Top Performance” option is set. Our average bandwidth during the run formation phase is only 84
MB/s. An explanation for that might be the fact that temporary file creation is slow7. Significant
reduction of the I/O wait time in the run formation phase, when switching to the raw devices,
confirms the conjecture. During the merge phase average bandwidth is even smaller, because of
the hard disk seeks, inherent for the run merging.

Table 2: 2003 PennySort Times
Product Time

Budget
Best
Time

Sys User Sorted records Sorted GB Category

<stxxl> sort 1371 1369 81 409 269991936 25.14 Indy

6We saw many negative comments on our mainboard, describing similar faulty behaviour.
7On our system we could create files at speeds 25 and 31 MB/s for ext2 and XFS file systems correspondingly.

It is worth mentioning that we managed to sort about 41 GB if temporary and output files are precreated and the
“Top Performance” option is enabled.
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Table 3: 2003 PennySort Times with “Top Performance” enabled
Product Time

Budget
Best
Time

Sys User Sorted records Sorted GB Category

<stxxl> sort 1371 1369 103 476 309995520 28.87 Indy
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A Installation

1. Assemble the system. Hard disks must be connected to different IDE channels.

2. Disable in the BIOS setup “Top Performance” option and set the function of the RAID
controller to the ATA mode.

3. Install a Linux distribution with the kernel 2.4.20 using CD-ROM or floppy. The kernel
sources could be fetched from http://www.kernel.org. During the system installation par-
tition disk hda into two partitions. Install the system on the last partition hda2.

4. Download and apply the XFS patch [1] for the kernel 2.4.20. Configure the kernel to support
RAID, XFS, Promise PDC202XX controllers and Athlon processor. Install the new kernel.

5. Make the kernel boot with the lilo options:
append= " auto pci=biosirq ide0=ata66 ide1=ata66 ide2=ata66 ide3=ata66"

6. Create the file /etc/raidtab with the following content:

raiddev /dev/md0

raid-level 0

nr-raid-disks 2

persistent-superblock 0

chunk-size 128

device /dev/hde

raid-disk 0

device /dev/hdg

raid-disk 1

7. Create RAID array: mkraid /dev/md0

8. Format the RAID array: mkfs.xfs -d su=128k,sw=2 -f /dev/md0

9. Format temporary disks:

mkfs.ext2 -T largefile /dev/hda1

mkfs.ext2 -T largefile /dev/hdc

10. Mount disks:

mkdir /mnt/raid

mkdir /mnt/tmp1

mkdir /mnt/tmp2

mount -t xfs /dev/md0 /mnt/raid

mount -t ext2 /dev/hda1 /mnt/tmp1

mount -t ext2 /dev/hdc /mnt/tmp2

chmod 777 /mnt/*

11. Log in as ordinary user. Download the <stxxl> PennySort software from http://www.

mpi-sb.mpg.de/~rdementi/files/pennyxxl.tgz. Compile and run.
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